Ad Mediation Agreement
Before your ad can be placed on hotelmodels.com you’re required to thoroughly read the
agreement below. If you were to agree with the content of this agreement then you’re hereby
asked to print the mediation agreement, to sign the agreement and to send a copy of your
identification to info@hotelmodels.com. After receiving your agreement, we will place your ad on
our website.
I (your name) ____________________________ age________,
date of birth _____________________________, born in ________________________,
declare the following:
● I turn to hotelmodels.com to place an advertisement on their website completely out of my
own free will. HotelModels has not directly or indirectly reached out to me before.
● I am at least 21 years old.
● Alongside the mediation agreement I will provide a truthfully filled in form that will serve as my
profile. Furthermore, I will deliver photo’s which have a minimal resolution of 500 x 700. These
photos won’t contain anyone else except for me. The photos are required to be representative,
glamorous and sexy but most definitely not pornographic.
● I wish to place an advertisement so that I can pursue my profession of escort. If I during the
time I provide companionship provide a sexual service I will do this out of free will. I do not owe
HotelModels a commission for this. I only pay the amount to place the advertisement. The
amount of advertising costs is mutually agreed upon between HotelModels and the
undersigned.
● I determine my own working hours and will independently determine the (hourly) rate that I
charge the customer.
● I won’t be charged any advertisement costs until my first booking as an escort.
● I can stop at any time with my profession as an escort. I can also stop at any time with the
performance of sexual acts.
● I am not addicted to alcohol, drugs or medication.
● I am aware that I cannot turn to HotelModels or an HotelModels employee to arrange
transportation, housing, the booking of (flight)tickets, shopping or to carry out any other
services.
● I am familiar enough with the English language to be able to take care of myself in a country
in which I’m not born. Furthermore, I am familiar enough with the Dutch habits, culture and
society to manage yourself in the Netherlands without help from the people in the Netherlands.
● I am aware that I will have to take care of a legal residency in the country where I provide my
services and that sexual services are subject to a permit in the Netherlands.
● I am aware that I need to pay taxes to the tax authorities in the country where I’m currently
working on the income that I make. Furthermore, I am aware that HotelModels won't help me
with paying my taxes.

● I am aware that HotelModels keeps the right to refuse an advertisement without a statement.
● HotelModels and / or the employees are in no way responsible for the financial or legal
consequences that placing an advertisement can have to me.
● When one or more of the abovementioned conditions are unclear info@hotelmodels.com can
be contacted for clarification of the conditions. There will however not be negotiated about the
conditions.

____________________________(place) ____________________________(country)

______________________(date) ______________________________________(signature)

